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Recent polls suggest that academics in the life sciences 
voted against Scottish independence by a ratio of more 
than two to one, while those in the arts and social sci-
ences voted in favour by about 10 percentage points. 
The arguments about higher education—whether over 
tuition fees or funding from charities and Research 
Councils UK—have been overtaken by events. The 
Scottish government’s white paper has disappeared from 
the front page and moved to the archive.

Even so, many of the debates that began over the 
past 3 years are likely to continue in the event of the 
further devolution promised by all the main UK politi-
cal parties. Just as universities in Scotland provided a 
neutral space for discussion during the referendum cam-
paign, so they are set to continue in this role as pressure 
mounts for research funding to become part of the  
devolution agenda. 

This debate has already begun, with the suggestion 
that a Scottish research council might be set up. In a 
tight economic environment without the devolution of 
tax powers other than income tax, with public expendi-
ture falling over 2015-20 and with real-terms cuts in the 
science budget to contend with, this might look like a 
pipe dream. However, it could be a way both to ensure 
that the Scottish government’s research priorities are 
met and to defend—possibly by joint funding from  
UK sources—Scotland’s share of research infrastructure 
and related spend. 

Private sector R&D spending in Scotland is less than 
half the UK average in per capita terms. In contrast, 
Scottish universities’ R&D spend is 20 per cent above 
the UK average. The Scottish government aims to help 
close this gap by using knowledge exchange from higher 
education to drive economic growth. Research with eco-
nomic implications, such as into alternative energy and 
Scottish shale deposits, might be obvious priorities. And 

there are plenty of areas where Scotland has 
real strengths that differ from, or comple-
ment, existing RCUK priorities. 

There have already been attempts to meet 
Scottish research priorities. These have 
included the Scottish Funding Council’s 
innovation centres, the pooling of research 
and more recently the creation of national 
graduate schools, including the world’s first 
national graduate school in the arts and 
humanities, which opened this April at the 
University of Glasgow. The school is fund-
ed 80 per cent by the Arts and Humanities 

Research Council and 20 per cent by the SFC. The estab-
lishment of a Scottish research council would create an 
administrative infrastructure for this kind of collabora-
tion, ensuring fewer re-inventions of the wheel for each 
application.

Other obvious areas to target include fields where 
Scotland has a distinct market and a high concentra-
tion of potential partners in research and business, such 
as in the creative industries. A unitary research council 
would be much smaller than its RCUK counterparts, but 
it would allow Scottish priorities in research and knowl-
edge exchange to be pursued more transparently and 
appropriately than would be the case with continued 
reliance on UK research policy and RCUK priorities. 

Scottish and English policy already differs significant-
ly in many areas. With health, education and other major 
domestic policy areas now devolved, and three-quarters 
or more of income tax receipts to follow, it is hard to 
imagine that the interactions between Scottish higher 
education and the Edinburgh government can be served 
solely by Westminster/RCUK research policy.

Whether or not a Scottish research council comes to 
pass, Scotland—and to an extent Wales and Northern 
Ireland—will need to find ways of articulating distinct 
research relationships and priorities on a governmental 
and sectoral basis. Much was made in the referendum 
campaign of the share of RCUK income gained by Scottish 
institutions (above population share, but not really 
significantly different once the importance of higher 
education to the Scottish economy is factored in). But 
on the issues of policy and priorities, the Scottish voice 
is a lot less audible. 

Is UK research policy ready for a dialogue with 
Scottish national priorities? Knowledge knows no bor-
ders, but different times and places need different kinds 
of knowledge. 

Scotland has certain research strengths, certain 
economic and natural opportunities and increasingly 
distinct policy goals. Either it separately funds or co-
funds this research on a more systematic basis than 
via its existing funding council or it will have to find a 
means of stating its national agenda in UK-wide research 
policy and RCUK forums. There are no signs that there is 
any readiness for this on and beyond the M4 corridor, so 
this is a question that is not going away.
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priorities, says Murray Pittock.
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The referendum is over—at last. A 10-point margin for 
No is less than satisfactory; I would have preferred at 
least 60:40. But even that would probably not have sub-
dued the Yes campaigners, who now call themselves the 
45 per cent—after obtaining 44.7 per cent of the vote. 

They talk about “next time”, and about how a major-
ity for the Scottish National Party in the 2016 Scottish 
Parliament elections would enable them to declare 
independence unilaterally. It reminds me of Southern 
Rhodesia circa 1965.

The campaign was messy. The Yes side seemed unable 
to provide more than hope and faith. It ran the most dis-
honest political campaign I have witnessed, appealing 
to people—especially society’s weakest—with promises 
of something akin to milk and honey. A breathtaking 
lack of realism and a cynical manipulation of informa-
tion characterised the campaign.

This extended to the matter of research funding. The 
Yes campaign made a brief video in which a third-year 
undergraduate (!) misrepresented the view of a Research 
Councils UK member on the future of research funding in 
an independent Scotland. RCUK felt the need to respond 
on its website that the present arrangement could not 
continue in the event of independence. 

Academics for Yes placed its highest hopes on the 
ability of an independent Scotland’s government to pro-
vide more research support than the UK—funded from 
that bottomless pool of cash that would be created by 
oil, higher productivity and freedom from Westminster.

The No campaign faltered. Instead of unashamedly 
pointing out the advantages of the union, it seemed 
too often on the defensive. There were gaffes, and the 
Better Together organisation seemed less than efficient. 
Having three normally competing parties did not help. 

Part of the problem, however, was the reluctance of 
No supporters to put their heads above the parapet. This 
included business people, academics and, in particu-
lar, university principals (vice-chancellors). Virtually 
all of the retired principals spoke against separation, 
and distinguished biomedical scientists did the same. 
One principal already in post spoke up for the Yes cam-
paign, but others kept a low profile—no doubt fearful 
of reprisals from a Scottish government notorious for 
intimidating its opponents. 

The glowing exception was Louise Richardson, princi-
pal of St Andrews, who told The Times: “If we were cut off 

from national research councils it would be catastrophic 
for this institution.” The first minister’s office asked her 
to make a “clarification” praising the Scottish govern-
ment and criticising Westminster’s higher education 
policy. She refused, putting her name only to a state-
ment acknowledging that the Scottish government was 
working to resolve the issue of research funding.

Some academics contributed greatly to the No 
cause, especially legal scholar Adam Tomkins and  
economist Ronald MacDonald, both of Glasgow 
University. Historian Colin Kidd of St Andrews made 
well-judged interventions, and I campaigned on Twitter 
and elsewhere. Academics Together made a few digni-
fied contributions, but their impact was unclear. 

Similarly, writer and academic Gerry Hassan noted: 
“Academics for Yes, set up with the support of Yes 
Scotland... wasn’t very persuasive for many who encoun-
tered them”. Its cheerleaders were active, but there was 
little sign that this was more than a minority concern. 

The question of research funding, raised during the 
campaign, remains live. Much was made of Scottish 
universities’ ability to attract 13.1 per cent of research 
funding with 8.4 per cent of the UK population. 

As was customary in this self-absorbed campaign, this 
was viewed from the Scottish side only. Yet it became 
clear that some colleagues, and perhaps some universi-
ties, in the rest of the UK would not have minded seeing 
Scottish universities removed from the UK competition 
for research funding. There is already low-level discon-
tent at the sums disbursed to Scottish institutions. 

Looking to the future, it seems that some Scottish 
researchers now expect their institutions not only to 
continue to benefit from UK funding but also to have 
extra funds available through a Scottish research coun-
cil. This would surely raise an academic equivalent of the 
West Lothian Question: Why should Scots benefit equal-
ly—or more, as at present—from UK funding 
when they have an additional pot available? 

Further, a Scottish research council 
would make researchers more susceptible 
to pressure from the Scottish government 
to pursue avenues regarded as politically 
advantageous, with the inherent risks of 
parochialism. Researchers in Scotland, with 
their high reputation and easy mobility, 
would be better served by remaining part of 
the UK research funding system.
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After a messy referendum campaign and result the last thing Scottish academics 
need is their own research council, says Jill Stephenson.
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When Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton were seeking the 
Democratic presidential nomination in 2008, reporters 
from New York visited hair salons in the southern states 
asking black female Democrats whether they’d vote with 
their skin colour or their gender. 

Something similar happened in Scotland in the run-up 
to the 18 September independence referendum. Both the 
Yes and No campaigns sought to impose a bogus dichot-
omy on the debate, suggesting that voters would have 
to follow respectively either their hearts or their heads. 

The framing helped campaigners to dumb down both 
their own and their opponents’ messages: yes/no, emo-
tional/rational, daring/safe. If you were on the Yes side, 
you were hopeful and optimistic; on the No side, you 
were logical and prudent, following your head. 

The implication seems to be that intellect and emotion 
are mutually exclusive. But we all know that a voter—like 
a researcher—is a whole person, ruled by intellect and 
emotion at the same time.

Anyone who saw Gordon Brown’s lauded speech the day 
before the vote could see that unionists were no less emo-
tional than nationalists—and not just in the ‘project fear’ 
sense that the Yes campaign pinned on its opponents. 

For its part, the Yes campaign had strong intellectual 
foundations, drawing on everything from cultural iden-
tity to economics. The 18th-century Scots philosophers 
Adam Smith and David Hume, regardless of their voting 
preference, would have been fascinated. And the debate 
had time for philosophy even around education, with the 
Scottish notion of the democratic intellect underpinning 

all arguments about free tuition and, 
less directly, research.

Even so, academics involved in 
the campaigns tended to go with the 
emotional narrative rather than try to 
transcend it. The labels were hurled by 
one side at the other, and worn like a 
badge of honour upon receipt: “Most 
of the Scots academics that I know 
who are pro-Yes are happy to concede 
that the real basis for their position 

is emotional and not intellectual,” said one No-voting 
researcher. 

Some academics found this tone off-putting: I spoke 
to several on both sides with strong views who had 
remained uninvolved because of what they saw as the 
poor quality of the debate. For their part, most non-aca-
demic university staff were very reticent.

Speaking as an observer, each camp provided some 
disappointments. Academics supporting a No vote failed 
to seize the moment to start a debate about how fund-
ing from Research Councils UK and elsewhere might be 
improved, made more democratic or meritocratic. Maybe 
that was to be expected, given that many of the most 
prominent members of Academics Together were senior 
professors who have done well from the existing system. 

One No academic flat-out refused to countenance 
the economic analysis put together by prominent Yes 
campaigner Stephen Watson, a mathematician at the 
University of Glasgow, saying, “He doesn’t even have an 
RCUK grant!” 

But daring thinking was also lacking on the Yes 
side, which sometimes had a cult-like feeling about it. 
Academics in the Yes campaign were horrified that anyone 
could find their analyses partial: These are the num-
bers, they seemed to say—they just happen to show that 
Scottish research would be better off after independence. 

These entrenched positions led to clashes, and public 
debates on campus were sometimes edgy and personal. 
Angry exchanges took place by email and in comment 
threads. The dogmatism and hostility further deterred 
some academics from getting involved; some were also 
fearful of clashing with their superiors.

But if academics—judged by the highest and possibly 
unrealistic standards—did not exactly cover themselves 
in glory during the campaign, the institution of the uni-
versity did rather well. The referendum shook campuses 
across Scotland into being places for politics again. 

Some of this was official business: the Economic and 
Social Research Council, for example, funded a project 
on the future of the UK, involving events and debates 
throughout Scotland and culminating in project leader 
Charlie Jeffery, a professor of politics at the University 
of Edinburgh, pulling a punditry all-nighter on the BBC.

But universities’ role in the debate went broader than 
the research and engagement efforts. Staff might have 
found it difficult to enter the debate, but the public 
found a place where people of both sides could step back 
from the heat of the campaign and engage with and dis-
cuss the issues. Unlike major banks and companies, the 
universities stayed institutionally neutral to the end. 

Universities should be pleased that they created an 
environment where people could debate contentious 
issues and address uncertainty. Academics and univer-
sity staff were not always as comfortable with this as you 
might have hoped.
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